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CLOSING FUTURES PRICE SUMMARY 8.14.15 

 CU15 CZ15 CH16 SX15 SF16 SH16  

This week $3.6425 $3.7575 $3.8750 $9.1625 $9.2125 $9.2100  

Last Week $3.7275 $3.8375 $3.9475 $9.6325 $9.6800 $9.6225  

Weekly 

Change 
- $0.0850 - $0.0800 - $0.0725 - $0.4700 - $0.4675 - $0.4125  

You may have noticed fireworks in the commodities markets this week.  

No, it wasn’t delayed Independence Day celebrations.  It was just 

another USDA report.  What was projected to be benign Supply & 

Demand and Crop Production reports turned out to be shockers, to say 

the least.  Much of the market news this summer has been dominated 

by the wet start to Eastern Corn Belt corn and soybeans and how tough 

conditions looked as a result.  The Feds didn’t buy into the negativity.  

Estimated national corn yield was raised 2.0 bushels per acre to 168.8.  

This was 4.3 bpa higher than the average trade guess heading into the 

11:00 report.  The estimated national bean yield was increased a 

relatively mild 0.9 bpa to 46.9 against average estimates of 44.7.  Some 

will argue that conditions improved throughout July making the 

increased yield projections warranted.  Maybe so for corn, but traditional 

wisdom says beans are made in August, not July.  Weather will be a big 

driver for beans going forward. 

At the end of the week, corn lost just $0.08, after trading in a wild $0.44 

1/2 range.  Soybeans lost $0.47 inside a volatile $0.95 range.  For the 

time being, we will likely trade the numbers as printed, but debate will 

rage on until we see solid harvest, which is still over a month away.   

In the face of all the futures volatility, basis has remained mostly steady.  

The big carries from old to new crop corn are still present, but shrinking 

slowly.  Soybeans are in high demand and tight supply which has 

processors paying pushes to keep the pipeline charged. 

This Material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of CHS Rochester and should be considered a solicitation.  The information contained in this presentation is taken 

from sources which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by us as to accuracy or completeness and is sent to you for information purposes only.  There is a risk of loss when trading commodity 

futures and options.  CHS Rochester bases its recommendations solely on the judgment of CHS Rochester personnel. 

Check current cash bids:  http://www.chsrochester.com/grain/cash-bids/ 

Corn: 

December corn filled the gap left from 

two weeks ago, then proceeded to put 

in a new contract low.  The big range 

and lower close sets us up for a trend 

change once again.  However, since it 

was able to bounce off the lows and 

recover much of the losses, there is 

room for some optimism.  Next week’s 

trade could either confirm the low is in, 

or we are in for another leg lower.  

Soybeans: 

November beans suffered a 

fundamentally and technically terrible 

week.  While the contract was able to 

hold above the $9.00 mark, for now at 

least, it did post a outside lower week.  

Weather will be a key influencer 

moving forward, certainly, but 

technical traders will not let us forget 

the downward trend on the charts. 
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